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The first three months of 2021 saw early actions from the Biden Administration and strong commitments to
transportation electrification made by automakers, utilities, and other key players in the United States
electric vehicle (EV) market. This activity has increased the number and breadth of pathways that
policymakers can pursue to accelerate the shift towards transportation electrification and capture more of
the billions of dollars in investments committed to the technology worldwide. The first paper in this series
highlighted the public health, economic, and environmental costs associated with the COVID-19 pandemic
and severe 2020 wildfire season. Underserved communities have borne a disproportionate amount of the
economic and public health impacts due to long-term overexposure to dirty air, increased occupational
hazards through greater exposure to the virus, and disproportionate levels of unemployment.
Now is the time for bold action at the federal and state levels to put the United States in a position of
leadership in transportation electrification. This paper outlines three key opportunities for the country to
achieve success and rapidly decarbonize the transportation sector:
Take Decisive Action at Federal Level.
The Biden Administration’s American Jobs Plan could inject $174 billion into transportation electrification in
the United States [1]. This includes $15 billion for EV charging, which would fill a portion of the investment
in charging needed to facilitate 100 percent zero emission U.S. passenger car sales by 2035. Estimates on
investments needed range from $87 to $110 billion through 2030 [2, 3]. The plan would also provide critical
support to an industry looking to expand domestic EV manufacturing, battery development, and other
component production. This support is essential to help ensure that the country remains competitive in the
global EV market and that investment and jobs are not lost to China and the European Union.
Expand State Policy Frameworks.
For the last several years, states have been leading the policy development and public funding for
transportation electrification. More than $2.4 billion has been committed to EVs and EV charging around
the country through April 2021. Continuing and strengthening support from state governments and utilities
will be essential to achieve widespread transportation electrification. Expanding multi-state and multi-utility
partnerships, such as the Transportation and Climate Initiative Program and Regional Electric Vehicle West
initiative, will be critical to growing transportation electrification nationwide. Moreover, many states have
an opportunity to increase funding support for transportation electrification by dedicating remaining
Volkswagen Settlement funding to EVs and EV charging and implementing policies requiring utilities to
develop EV programs [4].
Prioritize Underserved Communities.
Major investments in EV and charging deployment, with a focus on underserved communities, can improve
economic and public health outcomes for communities disproportionately impacted by COVID-19 and other
historical injustices. Utilities have taken significant actions toward ensuring the benefits of transportation
electrification are shared equitably, with more than 23 percent of the $3 billion in all-time approved
investment in EV programs designated to these communities [5]. A coordinated, national approach to
embracing transportation electrification is also a critical way for the United States to deliver far-reaching
emissions reductions and make meaningful progress on air quality, especially in underserved communities,
and on the fight against climate change.

After years of inaction at the federal level, transportation electrification may receive a significant infusion
of federal support through the comprehensive infrastructure and climate plans proposed by the Biden
administration [6, 7]. The roughly $2 trillion proposed infrastructure package, the American Jobs Plan, will
focus on providing targeted funding to help individuals, transit agencies, and companies invest in clean
technology and drive job creation in the United States. If passed by Congress, this would amount to about
one percent of GDP per year for the next eight years, which is an historic and massive investment of public
funds. At least $174 billion of the plan is targeted specifically for transportation electrification. As a whole,
the American Jobs Plan could add three million jobs to the U.S. economy through 2030 and result in a
sizeable reduction in greenhouse gas emissions [8]. Analysis by Rhodium Group on similar clean
transportation and clean energy investments under the proposed Growing Renewable Energy and
Efficiency Now (GREEN) Act1 finds investments similar to those in the American Jobs Plan could reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 19 percent compared to 2005 levels by 2030 [9].
Part of the heightened emphasis on electric vehicle (EV) investment comes from directives to buy
American-made products to stimulate the economy and support domestic jobs. The pandemic has put a
renewed focus on the impact of the transportation sector on air quality and greenhouse gas emissions.
During this period, there has been a 15 percent drop in transportation emissions and 10 percent drop in
emissions across all sectors in 2020, when social distancing resulted in a significant decline in travel of all
forms. Rhodium Group, the organization behind these emissions estimates, cautions that these reductions
are likely temporary “without meaningful structural changes in the carbon intensity of the U.S. economy”
[10]. However, the reductions demonstrate the potential for transformational investments in
transportation electrification to achieve lasting emissions reductions.
The pandemic also highlighted the need to direct economic and environmental benefits from the recovery
efforts towards underserved communities. Communities of color continue to face persistently higher
unemployment levels compared to white communities [11]. In addition to inequitable economic
outcomes, these communities have historically borne the brunt of exposure to emissions from vehicles,
ports, power plants, refineries, and other leading sources of criteria air pollution due to racially
discriminatory housing policy [11]. Increasing concentration of criteria pollutants associated with
combustion, like fine particulate matter (PM2.5), by one additional unit was found to increase the risk of
COVID-19 mortality by eight percent [12]. The first paper in this series, Air Quality, Climate Change, and
COVID-19, described in greater detail the disproportionate impacts of the pandemic amid existing
economic, public health, and environmental inequalities.
Early activity in transportation electrification in 2021 has generated considerable interest in the public
sphere around the economic and environmental opportunities of a major shift towards EVs. In addition to
spurring new domestic manufacturing employment and investment in some regions, EVs offer the
opportunity to realize long-term emissions reductions. While the private sector is accelerating
investments in EV market, infusions from federal and state governments are likely still needed to
accelerate the deployment of EVs and the necessary charging infrastructure to support electrification
across all sectors and weight classes. Additionally, public support is needed to support domestic efforts
around batteries, supply chains, and materials. Moreover, utility investments in EV programs and
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The GREEN Act was first introduced in June 2020 by Rep. Mike Thompson and was later reintroduced under House Bill 848 in
February 2021 and referred to the House Ways and Means Committee [127].

infrastructure will continue to provide a significant and sustained source of funding through the
investment of ratepayer dollars.
The Biden Administration’s focus on investment in domestic manufacturing and increasing American
competitiveness in clean energy and transportation could make EVs an important part of the economic
recovery from the pandemic in the United States. The focus on EVs in the American Jobs Plan could mark
an era of EV market expansion throughout North America whose automobile and supply chain industries
are tightly integrated. Moreover, such investments, if properly made and implemented, could start to
close the competitive gap in both technology and production with China and the European Union.
The escalating costs of COVID-19 as well as the widespread damages from climate disasters like wildfires
outlined in part one of this series have increased the urgency around achieving significant emissions
reductions in part through rapid transportation electrification. This paper describes how leadership from
the federal government combined with action at the state level could invigorate the American EV sector
and deliver considerable climate and air quality benefits, especially to the low-income communities and
communities of color experiencing worse impacts from the pandemic, while laying a strong foundation for
economic recovery and job creation in domestic supply chains.

New investments in transportation electrification can create jobs across occupations and regions and
contribute to GDP while simultaneously decreasing pollution. Moreover, electrification can help drivers
save money over the lifetime of their vehicle by replacing gasoline and diesel with electricity which, on
average, is cheaper [13, 14]. Recent polling finds that 70 percent of voters support federal spending to
advance transportation electrification, 71 percent of voters – including more than 50 percent of
Republican voters – support the goal of achieving a 100 percent clean economy by 2050, and 66 percent
of voters support a multi-trillion-dollar federal economic stimulus that prioritizes clean energy and
transportation infrastructure investments [15].
Significant momentum in transportation electrification already exists globally with an increasing amount
of investment committed by automakers and manufacturers to expand electrification efforts. Without
robust transportation electrification policies and programs, the United States risks losing EV investment
and jobs to China and the European Union. While the United States saw a three percent decline in EV
sales between 2019 and 2020, the global EV market grew by 39 percent [16]. This was driven by China
and Europe, the latter of which saw EV sales surge 170 percent in 2020 [17].
European market growth is being driven by strong public policy including generous passenger vehicle
incentives, emissions standards, and public funding for vehicle manufacturing and charging deployment.
This robust policy framework was created to facilitate the EU’s commitment to deploy 30 million EVs
through 2030 [18, 19]. There has also been a flurry of manufacturing investment on the continent with
European giant Volkswagen leading all automakers in terms of global investment committed to
transportation electrification. The Biden Administration’s American Jobs Plan and increasing electrification
commitments from automakers and other stakeholders could rapidly transform the clean energy and
transportation sectors in the United States and help ensure that the United States benefits from
transportation electrification through new domestic jobs. The 2035 Report produced by the Goldman
School of Public Policy at the University of California at Berkeley and Energy Innovation found that despite
a direct job loss in the auto sector (e.g., vehicle manufacturing) through 2035, a rapid shift to clean energy
and transportation will produce two million net new jobs, including jobs in the electric power sector along
with indirect and induced jobs [3].

Most automakers and manufacturers have made a decisive shift towards transportation electrification.
Accelerating rapidly since the beginning of 2018, private companies have committed almost $500 billion
to EV investment around the world [20]. America’s largest automaker, General Motors, aspires to only sell
electric vehicles by 2035 [21]. The United States, which has a large auto manufacturing jobs base, is well
positioned to capitalize on this investment surge and transition existing auto manufacturing jobs to EV
production and potentially grow jobs in new areas, like battery assembly and manufacturing.
The automotive sector has long been a critical source of employment and other economic activity in the
United States, creating a strong foundation to support the burgeoning transportation electrification
market. In January 2020, before the onset of the pandemic, the U.S. auto sector employed 976,000
people directly in manufacturing and an additional two million people in the retail trade, including auto
dealerships [22]. The combined 2.85 million people employed in the auto sector as of January 2021
represent two percent of the 160 million people in the civilian labor force [23]. According to the Alliance
for Automotive Innovation, the auto industry supports more than 10.3 million jobs including both direct
and indirect employment. By this measure, the employment tied to the sector represents eight percent of
private sector employment [24]. The Alliance estimates that the auto sector contributes roughly 3.5
percent of the total U.S. Gross Domestic Product.
The auto sector and the U.S. manufacturing sector suffered job loss as a result of production shutdowns
and flagging consumer demand throughout the pandemic. Auto manufacturing employment dropped
seven percent and retail employment fell five percent between January 2020 and January 2021 [23].
According to BW Research, the clean vehicles subsector employed more than 260,000 people directly
before the onset of the pandemic. At least 12 percent of these jobs had been lost through December
2020 due to extended production shutdowns and lower consumer demand for new cars [25].
The U.S. auto sector has been adding back manufacturing jobs since reaching a pandemic-induced 10year low of only 626,000 employed in April 2020. More than 900,000 people were working in U.S. auto
manufacturing as of March 2021, still nine percent lower than pre-pandemic levels [26]. Recent
announcements from leading American automakers indicate that an increasing share of jobs will be
positioned to support the rollout of electrification strategies. Table 1 highlights major announcements
from manufacturers in the United States on potential new employment in EV manufacturing.
Growth in the transportation electrification sector in the United States over the last decade has increased
the contribution of EVs to employment and economic growth in the United States. At least 35,000 people
currently are or are expected to be employed directly in EV-specific manufacturing positions at 32 facilities
across 13 states. This is roughly 3.6 percent of the overall auto sector manufacturing employment, greater
than the market share of EVs, which constituted two percent of all light-duty vehicle sales in 2020 [13].
These facilities have generated more than $27 billion in local investment in the cities and states where
they are located [13]. The net effect on jobs from a complete transition to electric transportation will vary
greatly worldwide depending on jobs in vehicle and supply chain manufacturing, onshoring battery
production and other key material processing, vehicle maintenance and repair, energy generation, and
more (see Box 1).
The EV-related facility-level employment and investment numbers reflect only a portion of the investment
automakers have committed to furthering transportation electrification in the United States. Automakers
and manufacturers operating in the United States have committed approximately $100 billion to EV

programs, roughly a fifth of the total global investment. Figure 1 shows the five manufacturers with the
largest private investment commitments to electrification in the United States, totaling $80 billion [20].

TABLE 1: TOP 10 ANNOUNCED U.S. PASSENGER EV MANUFACTURING COMMITMENTS
Automaker

Facility

State

EV Investment
(Billion $)

New EV
Employment

Production Start
Year

Tesla

Fremont Factory

CA

$4.1

10,000

2012

Tesla

Reno Gigafactory

NV

$4.5

7,000

2017

Tesla

Gigafactory 5

TX

$1.1

5,000

2022

General
Motors

Detroit-Hamtramck

MI

$2.2

2,200

2021

Nissan

Smyrna Factory

TN

$1.7

1,300

2012

General
Motors

Spring Hill Factory

TN

$2.3

1,300

2022

General
Motors

Lordstown Joint
Venture

OH

$2.3

1,100

2020

Volkswagen

Chattanooga Plant

TN

$0.8

1,000

2022

Rivian

Normal Plant

IL

$1.0

1,000

2021

Ford

Flat Rock Assembly

MI

$8.5

900

2020

$26.9

36,400

Total

This table lists the top 10 U.S. EV manufacturing commitments made by automakers and includes both existing and
planned EV-specific jobs at each facility. Seven of the 10 have EV production start dates in 2020 or later. These
numbers are drawn from public press releases and may not reflect the total amount of investment and employment
related to EV production at these facilities.
Source: Atlas EV Hub [13]

While the Biden Administration’s commitments to support domestic manufacturing and supply chains
could help boost automaker confidence in the growth potential of the U.S. EV market, individual state
labor, tax, policy, and regulatory environments will also influence where investments are made. Large
commitments made to electrification by General Motors and Ford in the latter half of 2020 that are
currently assumed to support the domestic EV market may be spent elsewhere if the market conditions in
the United States are less favorable to EVs. The EV industry is international in nature and intensely
competitive both among the manufacturers and among the countries, states, and local jurisdictions
looking to attract such investments. Ford announced in February 2021 that it would invest $1 billion to
build out EV manufacturing capabilities in Germany [27]. Tesla is also gearing up to launch production at
its newest Gigafactory in Berlin in 2021 [28]. Box 2 highlights the most significant recent developments
from major American automakers.
Direct manufacturing investments at specific U.S. facilities do not capture employment throughout the EV
supply chain. In states like Texas and Pennsylvania, which do not host any existing EV plants,
transportation electrification supply chains could support thousands of jobs. In Texas, more than 5,000

new jobs could be created from Tesla’s new factory outside of Austin. Research suggests existing jobs in
the Lone Star state could also transition to EV manufacturing if automakers like General Motors and
Toyota decide to move upcoming EV production to facilities currently located in Texas [30, 31].

Box 1: EV Job Projections in the 2035 Report
In April 2021, Energy Innovation and the University of California Berkeley’s Goldman School of Public Policy
released a study called the 2035 Report [3]. The key findings of the report are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

100 percent passenger vehicle, bus, and truck electrification is technologically and economically
feasible by 2035.
Light-duty and heavy-duty electric vehicles cost less than counterpart conventional vehicles on a total
cost of ownership basis by 2025 and reach upfront price parity in the mid- to late-2020s and mid- to
late-2030s, respectively.
Combined with 90 percent renewable electricity generation nationwide, complete transportation
electrification could lead to a 45 percent economy-wide reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030
relative to 2005 levels.
More than two million net jobs (direct, indirect, and induced) could be created by 2035 across the
transportation, energy, and fuel sectors.
High levels of EV deployment are contingent upon the adoption of a collection of supportive policies at
both the state and federal level.

Net job creation figures are dependent on what the report calls the “DRIVE Clean” policy scenario. The 2035
report and analysis from Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) predicts that automakers will focus their EV
efforts in the global markets where governments offer the strongest public policy support for the
technology [29]. Under the DRIVE Clean framework, the United States would have to implement a suite of
policies including tougher vehicle standards, a national 100 percent EV sales targets, and expanded tax
credit and rebate programs at the state and federal levels across all vehicle classes.
The report relies on Energy Innovation’s Energy Policy Simulator (EPS) to project job growth potential.
Under the DRIVE Clean Scenario, the EPS estimates that direct job creation will outpace direct job loss,
leading to a net gain of more than 400,000 direct jobs across the electricity, fuel, and auto sectors. Roughly
470,000 direct jobs are expected to be lost in the auto sector primarily through the supply chain as a result
of the more limited maintenance needs associated with EVs compared to conventional vehicles. The EPS
does not account for the positive impact that “Made in America” policies can have in encouraging a greater
share of EV supply chain industry development in the United States could have on domestic jobs. The report
notes that the United States is currently behind leading EV markets in the European Union and China in
terms of battery and supply chain manufacturing.

Not included in the employment numbers mentioned in Table 1 is the growing presence of medium- and
heavy-duty vehicle manufacturing from Arrival, Proterra, Freightliner Trucks, Thomas Built Buses, Volvo
Trucks, and New Flyer [14].2 While some of these manufacturers make both electric and conventional
buses and trucks and often do not directly report jobs or investment specific to EV production, increasing
electrification of the medium- and heavy-duty sector would likely require the creation of jobs or shift of
existing jobs to facilitate growing demand for electric vans, trucks, and buses. In North Carolina, which is
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In February 2021, Daimler (the parent company of Freightliner Trucks and Thomas Built Buses) announced it would divide its
passenger car operation from the trucks and buses arm of the company [128].

home to headquarters and manufacturing facilities for Arrival, Volvo, and Daimler, clean vehicles and
energy jobs are growing 50 percent faster than the labor market as a whole [32, 33].

FIGURE 1: FIVE LARGEST EV INVESTMENT COMMITMENTS FOR U.S.-BASEDAUTOMAKERS
(BILLION $)
Stellantis, $4.5
Rivian, $8.5
Ford, $29.0
Tesla, $11.1

General Motors, $27.0

This represents the sum of all publicly announced investment commitments to EV strategies by automakers based in
the United States. Without supportive federal and state policies, a greater portion of these investments could be
made outside of the United States. Not all investment in EVs is discernible from public reports.
Source: Atlas EV Hub [20]

While the net impact on jobs from a transition to EVs will not be clear for some time, transportation
electrification will create new jobs in EV charging and battery manufacturing. Several charging providers
were included on the list of 25 companies contributing to the $37 billion in private investment
announcements made in 2020 [20]. ChargePoint, which accounts for 47 percent of all charging ports
installed in the United States, raised $493 million in a merger with Switchback Energy Acquisition Corp in
September 2020 [37]. EVgo, a charging provider focused on fast charging stations, merged with the
Climate Change Crisis Real Impact I Acquisition Corporation in January 2021 and raised $575 million in
proceeds [38]. These two deals boosted the total investment by charging companies to $3.7 billion, with
$2 billion to date coming from Electrify America, a provider established under the terms of the
Volkswagen Settlement [20].
Expansion in domestic battery production also has potential to support many new jobs in the United
States. In December 2019, a joint venture between General Motors and LG Chem announced plans to
establish a battery cell assembly plant in Lordstown, Ohio, that could support more than 1,100 new jobs
[39]. The automaker announced plans for a second $2.3 billion battery plant through this partnership to
be located in Tennessee alongside an existing vehicle manufacturing plant in April 2021 [40]. In addition,
SK Innovation, a large battery manufacturer, is planning to invest $2.6 billion in a battery plant in Georgia

that could employ as many as 2,600 people [41].3 In May 2021, the manufacturer announced plans to
team up with Ford on a new joint venture to produce batteries at two undisclosed domestic facilities by
2025 [42]. Tesla is also gearing up to produce its batteries in house at scale for the first time as opposed to
not relying heavily on Panasonic for large-scale battery production. The automaker unveiled its battery
cells in September 2020, which it plans to use in the upcoming Tesla Semi freight truck that is scheduled
to go into production in Austin, Texas some time in 2022 due to a battery shortage that has pushed back
deliveries initially planned for the fourth quarter of 2021 [43, 44].

Box 2: American Automakers Expanding EV Programs in 2021
In the first three months of 2021, automakers and manufacturers have made $27 billion of new pledges to
invest in EV and EV charging programs in the United States, roughly 70 percent of the total committed in
2020 [20].
General Motors: In January 2021, the automaker became the first of the Detroit Three—including General
Motors, Ford, and Stellantis (formerly Fiat-Chrysler)—to pledge to electrify all sales across their brands
globally by 2035 [21]. The January announcement also included promises to reach carbon neutrality by
2040, a target only previously set by foreign automakers including Volkswagen, Daimler, Volvo, and Nissan.
The automaker is gearing up to release its first EVs on their Ultium battery platform in partnership with LG
Chem later in 2021 [34].
Ford: In February 2021, Ford increased their investment commitment in electric and autonomous vehicles
by $18 billion and announced a target to electrify all sales in the European market by 2030 [35]. The total
$29 billion now pledged slightly edges out GM’s $27 billion commitment. The restriction of Ford’s
commitment to the European market reflects the risk of the United States losing out to other markets with
stronger policy support. In April 2021, Ford also announced plans to begin manufacturing their own
batteries domestically at a new facility in Michigan as soon as 2025 [36].

Besides automakers and manufacturers, electric utilities are accelerating their programs and activities to
spur EV adoption and help build out foundational electric infrastructure for charging stations across all use
cases. Utility investment worth more than $1.2 billion were approved in 2020, three times higher than the
investment approved in 2019 [5]. These investments will go towards projects such as the construction of
new infrastructure to support EV charging and will therefore support jobs such as construction jobs. Xcel
Energy, one of the top ten utilities in the country in terms of total EV investment, has seen success in
rolling out comprehensive EV programs in several states in their service territory. In addition to the $26.5
million approved in Minnesota already, Xcel was approved to invest $110 million in their transportation
electrification plan in Colorado in January 2021 [5].
At the federal level, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)’s Energy Storage Grand Challenge aims to
accelerate the commercialization of next generation energy storage technologies manufactured in the
United States. It supports research and development while providing funding to reduce the time required
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Notably, in a February decision, the U.S. international Trade Commission sided with allegations made by LG Chem that SK
Innovation stole trade secrets and placed a 10-year import ban on SK Innovation after four-year and two-year grace periods in
which the company can supply batteries to Ford, and Volkswagen, respectively. The companies reached a $1.8 billion settlement
in April 2021 that resolved the dispute and cleared the way for SK Innovation to continue their investment plans [120, 126].

to bring new technologies to market. BNEF estimates that average battery pack prices fell by 89 percent
between 2010 and 2020 [45]. The DOE program’s Roadmap, released in December 2020, outlines targets
to reduce storage costs by 90 percent from 2020 levels through 2030 [46]. The DOE Vehicle Technologies
Office aims for battery pack costs to reach $60 per kilowatt-hour (kWh), more than a 40 percent reduction
from levels seen in 2020. This new cost threshold is also being targeted by Tesla and Volkswagen as both
automakers continue to strive towards cheaper, in-house battery production [47].

The U.S. EV market in the last six months has been considerably stronger than during the same six months
in the previous year, exhibiting resiliency during the pandemic and outpacing year-over-year conventional
vehicles sales in 2020. U.S. passenger EV sales declined by three percent while the auto sector overall fell
by 15.6 percent [13]. So far in 2021, EV sales have set monthly records in both January and February, with
sales in February up 100 percent compared to 2020 levels. Of particular note is Tesla’s declining market
share with the entry of new models. Roughly 37 new EVs are expected to enter the market by the end of
2021, with some already being introduced, including the Ford Mustang Mach-E, the Volkswagen ID.4, Audi
Q5 plug-in, and Volvo XC40 Recharge [13].4 Tesla remains the U.S. market leader, accounting for 62
percent of the total U.S. passenger EV sales in 2020 and 51 percent in February 2021. Figure 2 shows the
difference in monthly EV sales growth between January 2020 and February 2021 with and without Tesla.
Looking ahead, BNEF’s 2020 Electric Vehicle Outlook projects that the global EV fleet will grow by 14 times
through 2040 and passenger EV market share in the United States could reach 60 percent of new vehicle
sales [48]. To get there, the United States will likely need substantive new policies and investments in
order to see the type of growth currently taking place in Europe. European EV sales were up by 170
percent in 2020 over 2019 while overall auto sales dropped by 24 percent [17]. Europe’s lead in
transportation electrification can be at least partially attributed to strong regional policy commitments
and the dedication of pandemic recovery funds to climate investments. More than one million EVs were
sold across Europe in 2020 and the European Union is seeking to rapidly accelerate the transition and
deploy 30 million EVs by 2030 [18]. The plan includes significant government support for transportation
electrification as a vehicle for COVID-19 economic recovery and an essential action to achieve the Union’s
climate goal of carbon neutrality by 2050. This activity helped Europe catch up to China, the global leader
in EV sales in 2020. China and Europe both saw total sales volume reach roughly 1.3 million EVs, four
times the number of U.S. sales [16].
As the EV market grows, the number and type of used vehicles available to consumers will also grow.
Among consumers who own and operate a personal vehicle, roughly 70 percent purchased a used vehicle
based on 2019 market data [49, 50]. Meanwhile, new vehicle prices across fuel types rose six percent
between January and December 2020, reaching an all-time new vehicle average transaction price (ATP)
high of $40,000 [51]. Analysts link this new car price increase to more limited supply due to production
delays, essential component shortages, income loss, lack of low-interest credit availability, and shifting
travel preferences due to the pandemic [52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. This ramp up in new vehicle prices led to an
even larger increase in demand for used vehicles with the ATP for used vehicles reaching $23,000, a 14
percent year-over-year increase [56].
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Anticipated EV models expected to enter the market in 2021 but not yet available as of May include the Rivian R1T/R1S,
Chevrolet Bolt EUV, GMC Hummer SUT, Cadillac Lyriq, Audi Q4 e-tron, Mercedes EQS,

EVs will likely be an increasingly attractive option in the used segment because of the low operating costs,
an important factor for consumers purchasing a used vehicle. The introduction of new EVs including the
Chevy Bolt EUV, Ford F-150 Lightning, and Volkswagen ID.4 that are priced below the new vehicle ATP of
$40,000 will increase the number of affordable options available to buyers when these vehicles enter the
used market. State policy, like Oregon’s EV rebate program, provides a boost to the used market by
expanding eligibility to used vehicles and offering larger rebates for income-qualified buyers [57].
Expanding rebate programs to specifically target low-income buyers will help ensure that EV market
growth is reaching the used vehicle customer base while also achieving emissions reductions by getting
older conventional cars off the road [58].

FIGURE 2: YEAR-OVER-YEAR EV SALES GROWTH

Without Tesla, the year-over-year U.S. EV sales growth is lower in the first eight months in 2020. Including Tesla,
2020 U.S. EV sales were down three percent for the whole year. This falls to 22 percent when Tesla is excluded.
Source Atlas EV Hub [13]

While U.S. EV sales were slowed by the pandemic, charging deployment in 2020 was almost double the
number of stations reportedly installed in 2019. New investments and reverse merger deals from charging
service providers helped drive investment commitments in electrification strategies from private
companies operating in the United States compared to 2019 [20].
Declining battery prices and greater model availability are also driving global expansion in the mediumand heavy-duty vehicle segment. This progress is expected to continue, with BNEF projecting the EV share
of new vehicle sales for transit buses, medium-duty commercial vehicles, and heavy-duty commercial
vehicles to reach 75 percent, 20 percent, and 10 percent through 2040, respectively [29]. Federal support
for electric transit buses through the Low or No-Emission Program has been a key source of support
driving the commercialization of this technology. The program has awarded more than $485 million to
deployment of electric buses since 2013 and the number of electric transit buses deployed in the United
States grew by 24 percent between 2019 and 2020 [59]. While school bus deployment has lagged behind
transit buses, state government funding through the Volkswagen Settlement and other programs
increased from $23 million in 2018 to $250 million through December 2020 [60]. In the truck market,

private companies are rapidly increasing the number of models available across all use cases. Technology
advancements coupled with regulatory efforts are expected to allow electric trucks to overtake the sales
of diesel trucks in the North American market by 2040 [61].

Electrifying transportation would have a significant impact on electricity demand, emissions, and public
health in the United States. BNEF projects EV market share will reach as high as 60 percent by 2040 [29]. A
separate analysis from Bloomberg estimates that electrifying all vehicles and accelerating the shift to
renewable electricity would lead to a 30 percent reduction in U.S. greenhouse gas emissions compared to
2019 and effectively cut out 13 percent of primary energy consumption by improving overall system
efficiency and reducing wasted energy inputs for electricity generation that are lost as heat [62].
The potential climate and public health benefits from EVs are increasing over time as the electricity
generation fuel mix adds renewables and removes fossil fuels. This section explores the energy planning,
climate, and public health benefits of EVs as they relate to the power grid and energy consumption.

Recent events, including the wildfires in the western United States and the power outages in Texas, have
highlighted the importance of investing in an increasingly resilient and modern electrical grid. Wildfires
and the conditions that cause them, including high winds, heat waves, and dry lightning, have led to
sweeping emergency electricity service shutoffs across the western United States; in some cases, utilities
have been held liable for the onset of catastrophic fires resulting from grid equipment.
The causes of the electricity curtailments and extended power outages in Texas (as well as adjacent states)
are still being investigated but were likely caused by a number of factors, including unprecedented frigid
weather, lack of winterization of key parts of power generators, market design, and governance and
regulatory issues. While multiple interventions are likely necessary to address the full suite of causes of
the crisis that played out in Texas, transportation electrification may be one tool that utilities can leverage
to deliver grid operational benefits through vehicle-grid integration (VGI) strategies [63].5
In addition to helping create grid resiliency, VGI can facilitate more efficient use of existing grid
infrastructure, which can put downward pressure of electricity rates. Three methods used to achieve VGI
include EV charging rates that encourage charging through reduced rates during off-peak hours, managed
charging programs6, and using EV batteries to supply energy to the grid through bidirectional power flow,
known as vehicle-to-grid (V2G).
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VGI is defined in the California Legislature as any initiative to “shift the time, charging level, or location where grid-connected
electric vehicles charge or discharge, in a manner that optimizes plug-in electric vehicle interaction with the electrical grid and
provides net benefits to ratepayers” [121].
6 Smart charging is active control of unidirectional power flow from the grid to the vehicle, where vehicle charging is controlled
by grid operators, aggregators, automakers, or other entities utilizing managed/smart charging technology depending on grid
conditions.

Throughout 2020, approved utility investment in transportation electrification increased three times over
the amount approved in 2019. Through February 2021, almost $3 billion in utility EV programs have been
approved and nearly $2.3 billion of those approved programs include elements to promote VGI, such as
requiring charging technology to be capable of “smart” charging or requiring participation in an EV rate
the encouraged off-peak charging [5]. Even partial participation in VGI mechanisms can lead to significant
savings for utilities. An analysis from Synapse Energy Economics in June 2020 found that between 2012
and 2019, EV charging rates in the Southern California Edison and Pacific Gas & Electric service territories
– the two service territories with the highest rates of EV adoption in the United States – helped facilitate
$800 million in revenue above costs [64].
California utilities, responsible for half of the nation’s utility EV investment to date, are also leading on VGI
efforts. A February 2021 report from the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) found that
considerable investment in transportation electrification across the state’s three investor-owned utilities
have not had an impact on rates to date. The February costs and affordability report found that “a wellmanaged effort to move customers to all electric homes and electric vehicles could result in over a $100 a
month reduction in overall energy bills [65].”
Equity has emerged as a core priority in utility transportation electrification programs. The February CPUC
report warned that low-income customers could be left out of grid modernization and electrification
initiatives in the absence of subsidies and low-cost financing options for both vehicles and infrastructure.
As of February 2021, at least $700 million, or 23 percent of all approved potential utility EV investment,
could directly support EV and charging rollout in underserved communities [5]. A July 2020 decision in
New York authorized $701 million in make-ready investment spread across six of the state’s seven
investor-owned utilities, 20 percent of which is allocated to underserved communities [66]. The program
includes $85 million in prizes or competitive grants from the New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority (NYSERDA) for innovative projects, including bus and truck electrification in
environmental justice communities throughout the state [67].
Utilities in states with rapidly growing EV markets, including Colorado and Virginia, are targeting
electrification of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles to enhance grid resilience and reduce emissions from
vehicles operating in underserved communities. Xcel Energy’s $110 million Transportation Electrification
Plan for Colorado includes a 15 percent investment commitment to underserved communities and will
provide EV rebates directly to income-qualified customers and pilots exploring V2G with school buses
[68]. In Virginia, Dominion is taking a similar approach and has committed to partner with the state as it
rolls out Volkswagen Settlement funds to electrify all school buses in the state over the next few decades
[63].

Reducing emissions from transportation is one of many necessary actions to meet climate change targets
both globally and nationally. The Greenlining Institute, a leading environmental justice group, highlights
transportation electrification as a key part of a strategy to advance both climate and health justice in the
United States [69]. Meeting the targets set in the Paris Agreement to keep global temperature increase
below two degrees Celsius will require the United States to achieve economy-wide emissions reductions
between 26 and 28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025 [70]. The transportation sector accounts for 28
percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions and decarbonization can be a major contributor to achieving
climate goals [71]. Reaching an 80 percent U.S. carbon reduction by midcentury would require near-100

percent renewable energy electricity generation and the electrification of between 67 and 84 percent of
all vehicle travel [72].
In addition to being a necessary part of effective climate change mitigation, transportation electrification
also has an essential role to play in delivering widespread air quality benefits across the nation. According
to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), transportation accounts for 55 percent of all nitrogen
oxide (NOx) emissions, a leading contributor to ground-level smog in cities across the country [73]. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates these emissions could lead to between 1,000
and 4,300 additional premature deaths annually by 2050 unless action is taken. The annual health costs
associated with current levels of criteria air pollution are estimated at $6.5 billion [74].
Reducing criteria air pollution from all sources is essential to promote public health, especially for
underserved communities that face a disproportionate share of the emissions burden from both the
power and transportation sector. In particular, emissions from medium- and heavy-duty vehicles both on
the road and at ports and industrial sites are concentrated in these communities due to decades of
racially discriminatory environmental and housing policies [11]. A study conducted in California showed
that Latinx communities face 15 percent higher than average exposure to dangerous criteria pollutants
like fine particulate matter (PM2.5) and Black communities have an 18 percent higher exposure rate. White
communities have an exposure rate 17 percent below the California average [75].
According to the CDC, the concentration of many criteria air pollutants will increase with climate change
as climate-driven extreme weather events like wildfires contribute significantly to concentrations of PM2.5
and PM10 [11]. Underserved communities, including Latinx farmworkers and houseless populations,
predominantly people of color, are also facing greater health risks associated with wildfire smoke than
white communities. In response to these inequalities, California, the state hit hardest by the 2020 wildfire
season, established the Listos California initiative to provide state grants to promote emergency
preparedness specifically in disadvantaged communities [76].
Other states heavily impacted by the 2020 fire season, like Washington, are taking the initiative to
implement comprehensive plans to combat the increasing severity of wildfires driven by climate change.
In April 2021, the legislature passed House Bill 1168, bipartisan legislation that allocated $125 billion
every two years for the next eight years to invest in community resilience and wildfire preparedness and
prevention [77]. In the same session, the legislature also passed a bill implementing a clean fuel standard
program in the state to reduce transportation emissions statewide and help address the root causes of
climate change [78].
Transportation electrification is being including in parts of the pandemic and climate response efforts
being developed across the country. In California, public officials and stakeholders have convened the
Strategic Growth Council to coordinate investments worth almost $900 million directly supporting
underserved communities in their response to public health and climate change challenges [79]. In
February 2021, the council launched the Partners Advancing Climate Equity to increase support for local
and regional climate action led by underserved communities [80].
This type of integrated policy effort will be necessary for communities across the country to respond to
and mitigate climate change. Recent research published in the scientific journal Nature estimates that
country-level emission reductions targets from the Paris Agreement will have to be 80 percent more
ambitious in order to prevent global temperature increase beyond the established thresholds [81]. The

United States could position itself to achieve climate targets and enhance environmental justice with rapid
transportation electrification. The following section outlines policies and pathways that are being taken
throughout the country to accelerate this transition.

According to the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP), only 18 percent of pandemic relief funds
and 2.5 percent of total spending worldwide have been directed towards sustainability initiatives [82]. A
majority of this investment falls in Europe. While none of the $4.8 trillion approved Coronavirus relief
spending in the United States through March 2021 included a focus on medium- and long-term economic
stimulus measures like transportation electrification or clean energy, the Biden Administration has made
investment targets for both a clear priority of its $2 trillion infrastructure package under the American
Jobs Plan [85, 86, 87, 83].
The United States will have to take clear action on energy and transportation decarbonization to meet the
Biden Administration’s climate goals. On April 22, 2021, the Biden Administration announced targets to
reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by between 50 and 52 percent from 2005 levels by 2030 [83]. This
new target supersedes the commitments made through the Paris Agreement and sets a clear directive for
both the federal government and state governors, legislatures, and public agencies around the country to
take steps to reduce emissions.
Research from Energy Innovation in early 2021 estimates the cost of delayed action in decarbonizing the
U.S. economy to be considerable. They estimate that beginning to enact policies to promote a large-scale
clean energy and transportation transition in 2030 as opposed to 2021 causes the costs associated with
the transition to be 75 percent higher [84]. Specifically, beginning to act in 2030 would cost $8 trillion
compared to $4.5 trillion if action begins in 2021. These cost increases are a result of a shortened timeline
to phase out conventional vehicles and fossil fuel power plants and still meet Paris Agreement climate
targets.
A 2020 study from Princeton University identified several low-cost pathways for the United States to reach
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. The analysis projects only a three percent net increase in
energy costs for aggressive decarbonization compared to the business as usual approach through 2030
[85].

Table 2 highlights key actions policymakers can take to progress transportation electrification in 2021.

TABLE 2: NEAR TERM TRANSPORTATION ELECTRIFICATION POLICY OPPORTUNITIES
Policy Action
(Jurisdiction)

Description

Enact the American
Jobs Plan (Federal)

Proposed in March 2021, the plan could bring $174 billion in funding for
transportation electrification initiatives including federal EV rebates, school and
transit bus funding, and charging infrastructure investment.

Continue and
Expand State
Incentive Programs

13 states and the District of Columbia have some form of active passenger EV rebate
or tax credit program in place. Another 24 states have programs supporting charging
infrastructure while only seven have programs targeted at medium- and heavy-duty
vehicles. Continuing and strengthening these existing programs and adding new
programs in other states would have a significant impact on EV adoption and help
ensure the market develops more evenly nationwide. New incentive programs are
particularly important in states that adopt California’s Zero Emissions Vehicle (ZEV)
program for passenger vehicles and/or the Advanced Clean Truck rule for mediumand heavy-duty vehicles.

Strengthen Federal
Vehicle Standards
(Federal)

The Biden Administration has signaled intentions to restore stronger vehicle
standards initially implemented under the Obama Administration. The standards
were weakened by the Trump Administration in March 2020. Analysts say standards
will need to be more aggressive than Obama-era rules to enable rapid EV adoption.

Implement EV Sales
Targets and Related
Regulations
(Federal, State)

13 states have adopted the California ZEV Program targeting light-duty
electrification. California, Washington, and Massachusetts have set conditional
targets to electrify all passenger vehicle sales by 2035. ZEV states account for 67
percent of all passenger EV sales between January 2019 and February 2021. In
addition, fifteen states have adopted targets to electrify all bus and truck sales by
2050. California has gone further than this standard and implemented the Advanced
Clean Truck rule, requiring by 2035 zero-emission truck/chassis sales be 55 percent
for Class 2b-3, 75 percent for Class 4-8, and 40 percent for truck tractors [86].
Increasing adoption of these regulations could lead to large regional gains in EV
rollout if paired with other supportive policies, such as EV rebate programs.

Increase Multi-State
Program Adoption
(State)

Several multi-state policy frameworks, including the Transportation and Climate
Initiative Program and Regional Electric Vehicle West initiative, have increased
coordination around and funding available for EVs and EV charging in participating
states. Utilities in the Midwest, Southeast, and West Coast are leading efforts to
create multi-state charging corridors and networks, as well.

Dedicate Remaining
Volkswagen
Settlement Funding
to EVs (State)

At least 65 percent of Volkswagen Settlement funds remain unspent throughout the
country. States with remaining reserves can follow the lead of Colorado, New Jersey,
and Virginia in dedicating all remaining funding to EVs and EV charging. This one-time
funding source can help increase demand for medium- and heavy-duty EVs in
nascent markets.

Implement Utility
and Statewide
Transportation
Electrification Plans
(State)

Policymakers can collaborate with electric utilities and other stakeholders to set
deployment targets and increase EV investment. States like Colorado, which required
utility transportation electrification plans through legislation, are seeing large
increases in proposed utility investment. Coalescing around statewide deployment
targets can inform plans and determine how much investment is needed.

The federal government has provided key support for transportation electrification since the mass market
began in 2010 through vehicle and charging tax incentives, research and development investments, and
technology deployment programs. Box 3 highlights federal support for transportation electrification.
Large infusions of federal funding will be necessary to fill charging gaps, even in the nation’s leading EV
markets, for the country to achieve widespread EV adoption this decade. In California, which accounts for
a third of the nation’s charging stations and almost half of all EV sales, public charging infrastructure will
need to grow by more than four times to serve estimated EV adoption levels by 2025 [87].
Following the enactment of the America Rescue Plan in March 2021, the Biden Administration turned its
focus to sweeping infrastructure and jobs legislation [94]. The Biden Administration’s American Jobs Plan
proposes levels of federal funding for clean energy and transportation that far exceed anything the U.S.
government has done before, including the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA). The
Biden Administration’s plan, formally announced on March 31, 2021, establishes a pathway to deliver on
campaign promises to create one million auto sector jobs, deploy 500,000 charging stations, electrify
public transit across the country, and reach 100 percent carbon-free electrical power by 2035. These
investments are also aimed at supporting the Administration’s ambitious goal of achieving a 52 percent
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from 2005 levels by 2030 [95].
Biden’s $2 trillion plan allocates $174 billion to a variety of transportation electrification initiatives,
including point-of-sale EV rebates to consumers, electrification of 20 percent of the nation’s school bus
fleet, the replacement of diesel transit vehicles with electric models, tax incentives for medium- and
heavy-duty trucks, and $15 billion in tax and funding programs for charging infrastructure (see Figure 3).
The plan sets bold targets to ensure 40 percent of all climate and clean technology investments are
designated to support underserved communities [1].
Research from Atlas Public Policy shows that investments from the American Jobs Plan would be a sizeable
start but not sufficient to support 100 percent passenger EV sales by 2035, a goal targeted by California,
Massachusetts, New York, and other states making aggressive EV adoption goals. [4]. Studies estimate
that between $87 and $110 billion of investments will be needed for charging infrastructure by 2030,
including up to $39 billion in public charging to set the country on a path to support 100 percent EV sales
by 2035 [2, 3].7 Figure 3 shows the main EV elements of the American Jobs Plan by investment category.
The Biden Administration is also attempting to demonstrate leadership by pursuing federal fleet
electrification. In March, President Biden announced a goal to electrify the entire 645,000-vehicle federal
fleet, roughly a third of which are U.S. Postal Service (USPS) vehicles [97]. Box 4 highlights some of the
challenges with electrifying the Postal Service. In addition to potential difficulties with USPS, the federal
fleet contains many thousands of tactical and niche vehicles used by the Department of Defense and
Homeland Security. Despite these hurdles, electrification of the federal fleet would provide significant
demand for EV manufacturers, spurring further innovation in the transportation electrification market and
helping to make EVs more accessible to the public. The electrification of the federal fleet would be a move
consistent with the federal government’s long history of investing in innovative technologies.
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The Atlas Public Policy study estimates that public charging costs increase from $39 to $52 billion when 150-kilowatt charging
equipment is used instead of equipment capable of 350-kilowatt charging.

Box 3: Federal Funding for Transportation Electrification
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009: The ARRA led to the allocation of more than $18
billion to clean transportation projects [88]. This included $400 million in grant funding for alternative fuel
technologies including EV and EV charging deployment administered by Clean Cities Coalitions around the
country at a time when the U.S. EV market was nascent [89]. The charging service provider, ChargePoint,
accounted for 70 percent of U.S. charging ports at the beginning of 2013 and completed the execution of
their 4,600 charging station deployment through a $15 million grant from the ARRA that same year [90].
ChargePoint remains the largest charging service provider in the United States with 46 percent of the
national networked charging ports. They were the first charging company in the United States to go public
in September 2020 at a $2.4 billion valuation [91].
Federal Low or No Emission Bus (Low-No) Grant program: Since 2015, the Federal Highway Administration
has awarded more than $450 million to support transit bus electrification in 46 states. This represents 60
percent of all recorded public funding for this technology [60]. This investment has provided critical support
to the electric transit bus industry with deployments almost doubling nationwide since 2018 [59].
Alternative Fuel Vehicle Refueling Property Credit: This tax credit is for up to 30 percent of the cost of
charging equipment up to $30,000. The credit has expired and been renewed multiple times, and is
currently set to expire at the end of 2021 [92]. The credit has cost $560 million between 2012 and the 2018
tax year [93].
Plug-in Electric Vehicle Credit: This tax credit, which ranges from $2,500 to $7,500 depending on the vehicle
battery size, is available for the first 200,000 EV sales for each auto manufacturer. General Motors and Tesla
have already exceeded this cap with others likely to follow in the near future. The credit has cost $2.32
billion between the 2012 and the 2018 tax year [93].

FIGURE 3: EV FUNDING IN THE AMERICAN JOBS PLAN (BILLION $)
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This chart breaks down the elements within the Biden Administration’s proposed $174 billion in transportation
electrification funding.
Source: [96]

The Biden Administration’s plans to make major investments in transportation electrification build off
ongoing bipartisan momentum for EV charging and vehicle incentives. Senator Shelley Moore Capito (RWV), the leading Republican on the Environment and Public Works Committee, has indicated support for
including EV charging tax credits in infrastructure plans [98]. Figure 4 shows the breakdown of total and
annual investment needs by charging location based on an Atlas Public Policy study from April 2021.

FIGURE 4: CHARGING INVESTMENT (BILLION $) NEED BY LOCATION AND OVER TIME
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Source: Atlas Public Policy [2]

Box 4: Challenges with Electrifying the U.S. Postal Service
In late February 2021, the USPS awarded a contract to Oshkosh Defense to design, develop, and deliver the
Next Generation Delivery Vehicle to replace its aging fleet. Notably, only 10 percent of the new vehicles are
currently planned to be electric, falling short of the 100 percent goal established in Biden’s Executive Order
and receiving heavy criticism from clean energy advocates and some lawmakers. The pathway to electrify
the USPS more quickly is not straightforward, as the agency is a semi-independent federal agency not
subject to the direct control of the President [100]. The EV company Workhorse was among the leading
contenders for the contract that lost out to Oshkosh, which has admitted to having limited EV
manufacturing experience [101]. Several Democratic representatives have issued a resolution calling for a
hold on the contract while officials investigate stock trading that occurred as the decision to award the
multi-billion contract to Oshkosh was imminent [102]. Legislation has been introduced to provide $6 billion
to push USPS to electrify all of its fleet vehicles by 2040 [103].

As for vehicle incentives, a bipartisan group of Senators introduced the America’s Transportation
Infrastructure Act of 2019 after Tesla and General Motors crossed the threshold of EV sales where the
federal EV tax credit is phased out. The act sought to extend the federal EV tax credit for automakers from
200,000 to 600,000, where EVs sold between 200,000 and 600,000 would receive a credit worth up to
$7,000 [99].
In the current session of Congress, House Democrats reintroduced the Growing Renewable Energy and
Efficiency Now (GREEN) Act to extend the EV tax credit and offer new incentives for renewable energy and
energy efficiency investments [104, 105]. Independent analysis from the Rhodium Group found that the
legislation’s provisions could reduce U.S. greenhouse gas emissions to 19 percent below 2005 levels by
2030 [9]. The assessment predicts that tax credit expansion could increase EV market share of all lightduty vehicle sales from under three percent in 2020 to 38 percent by 2030. The GREEN act’s potential to
garner bipartisan support is in its focus on expanding tax credits with clear benefits to clean energy and
transportation manufacturers operating in the United States. If enacted, it would also extend tax credits to
manufacturers of medium- and heavy-duty EVs nationwide [106].

Many states have shown leadership in transportation electrification over the past decade through the
efforts of their legislatures, public utility commissions, energy offices, environmental agencies,
transportation departments, and others. While federal policy will be essential to achieve substantial
transportation electrification, support at the state-level will continue to be essential. This support includes
maintaining existing state EV incentive programs to supplement new incentives that could come at the
federal level by enacting of the American Jobs Plan. States could also follow the lead of Oregon, which
strengthened its EV rebate program in May 2021 for low-income and rural households and in
communities of color [4].
In addition to establishing incentive programs for consumers, states are increasingly looking to lead by
example through the electrification of their fleets. These efforts have the dual benefit of sending a strong
market signal that government is behind EV technology and potentially saving the state considerable
money in fleet operating expenditures. In Washington state, Atlas Public Policy led a comprehensive

analysis of fleet electrification for all publicly-owned vehicles in Washington and found that the state could
cost effectively electrify nearly all fleet vehicles by 2035, with electrification of many thousands of vehicles
being practical on or before 2025. The study estimated that reduced operating costs from EV use could
lead to more than $3 billion in cumulative savings from 100 percent fleet electrification in Washington in
2035 [107].
States are also prioritizing the use of existing funding sources, like the Volkswagen Settlement, for EVs.
Colorado, Virginia, New Jersey, and Illinois are among the states that have committed to using all of their
remaining Settlement funds for transportation electrification or have chosen to awarded 100 percent of
prior funding rounds to transportation electrification. As of April 2021, 65 percent of the $2.8 billion
allocated to the states in 2017 has not yet been awarded. At least $459 million, almost half of the total
$913 million in awards, has gone to medium- and heavy-duty EVs and light-duty charging infrastructure.
Figure 5 summarizes the awards made so far by fuel type and highlights EV awards by vehicle use case.

FIGURE 5: VOLKSWAGEN SETTLEMENT AWARDS BY FUEL TYPE AND EV AWARDS BY VEHICLE USE
CASE THROUGH APRIL 2021
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These charts show the breakdown of VW Settlement awards by fuel type and EV awards by use case. At least 65
percent of remaining funds are unspent and most is eligible to go towards EV and EV charging deployment.
Source: Atlas EV Hub [60]

Multi-state partnerships have also emerged as a constructive way for leading states to advance EVs.
Participation in these initiatives by Republican and Democratic-led states are continuing to experience the
positive impacts of increasing EV adoption and investment. [108]. Three states in California’s ZEV
program—Massachusetts, Maryland, and Vermont—are led by Republican governors and are also among
the 15 states that adopted the Multi-State Medium- and Heavy-Duty Zero Emission Vehicle Memorandum

of Understanding (ZEV Bus and Truck MOU) setting targets to reach 100 percent ZEV bus and truck sales
by 2050 [109, 110]. Table 3 shows the leading states for EV deployment per capita and several other
policy and transportation electrification investment statistics. However, targets alone will not drive
widespread EV adoption. Table 3 below shows that eight out of the top 10 states for EV deployment per
person have active EV tax credits or rebates.
Regional initiatives, like the Transportation and Climate Initiative (TCI) can help coordinate public, private,
and utility action and generate positive attention on local markets. Across the 11 TCI states, passenger EV
sales grew by more than 13 percent between 2019 and 2020 while the national market shrank by three
percent [13]. Most recently the TCI states began a new effort referred to as the TCI Program (TCI-P). The
program, which would collect emissions “allowance” payments from major oil and gas suppliers in
participating states to invest in transportation electrification and other emissions-saving technologies, has
been adopted by Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Washington, DC. Across these
jurisdictions, TCI-P investments could help reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 26 percent by 2032 [111].
Notably, the policy design process was altered in 2020 to put a greater emphasis on underserved
communities at the behest of stakeholders in states that have yet to adopt the program; these revisions
led to a requirement that 35 percent of funds invested through the TCI-P be invested in underserved
communities to promote environmental justice. The stakeholder engagement process is ongoing and the
remaining eight states8 participating in the TCI-P process have expressed intentions to move forward
[112].
Electric utilities in several regions are also emerging as a convener of regional activity. Across California,
Oregon, and Washington, utilities have finalized plans in the West Coast Clean Transit Corridor Initiative to
develop 27 fast charging sites along Interstate-5 to primarily serve medium- and heavy-duty freight
vehicles [113]. This network builds on the previous work of the West Coast Electric Highway that was
initiated by state Governors and transportation departments in the last decade. A similar multi-state effort
continues to unfold in the Rocky Mountain region under the Regional Electric Vehicle Plan for the West
(REV West). The initiative, which was formalized in 2019, has facilitated the deployment of more than 100
fast charging stations along corridors throughout the region as of the December 2020 progress report
[114].
A utility partnership of a comparable scope across the Southeast, Gulf Coast, and Midwest was announced
in March 2021. Six of the nation’s largest utilities, AEP, Duke Energy, Dominion Energy, Southern Company,
Entergy, and the Tennessee Valley Authority, are partnering to electrify major interstates and corridors
across 16 states [115]. This builds off earlier efforts led by Ameren in Missouri and CMS Energy in
Michigan to form the Midwest EV Charging Corridor stretching from Michigan to Texas [116].
Individual states will likely continue to have the most control over how their EV markets fare in the near
term. Since the mass market inception for EVs in 2010, state policy has been a key driver behind EV
adoption and charging deployment. In 2020, New Jersey emerged as a policy leader with the legislature
passing S 2252 (“the PIV Act”) to set the stage for utility planning and investments in EV infrastructure
along with a strong role for charging service providers. The law included a $5,000 EV rebate,9 and goals to
8

State participating in the TCI-P process that have not adopted the program include Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Virginia.
9 The Charge Up New Jersey Program completed its first disbursement of roughly $30 million in December 2020 and is set to
resume offering point of sale rebates for EV purchases in the Summer of 2021 [129].

deploy 400 DC fast and 1,000 Level 2 public charging stations by 2025 and electrify all state public and
transit fleet vehicles by 2040 [117]. Public Service Electric and Gas Company and Atlantic City Electric have
since filed for and received approvals from the Board of Public Utilities after it published policy guidance.
New Jersey has also established a state-run EV rebate program, and recently started a rulemaking to
adopt the Advance Clean Trucks rule for medium- and heavy -duty EVs. While there are many factors
influencing EV adoption, these policies likely helped New Jersey lead the nation in year-over-year EV sales
growth with a 40 percent increase between 2019 and 2020. Conversely, the expiration of a $5,000 tax
credit program in Georgia in 2015 was likely one of several factors contributing to a 65 percent decline in
EV sales between 2015 and 2016 [14]. As of March 2021, 13 states and the District of Columbia had active
EV tax credit or rebate programs. Eleven of these states have also adopted the ZEV Program [110].

TABLE 3: TOP 10 STATES FOR EV DEPLOYMENT PER CAPITA
State*^

EV Sales per
1,000 People

L2 Ports per
1,000 People
(rank)

Approved Utility
Investment
($ million, rank)

Public Funding for
EVs ($ million,
rank)

State EV
Incentive

California*^

20.39

0.81 (2nd)

$1,500 (1st)

$1,000 (1st)

Active

Hawaii^

11.05

0.50 (5th)

$2.3 (21st)

$10.7 (33rd)

No

Washington*^

9.29

0.44 (7th)

$25.9 (9th)

$61.9 (4th)

Active

Oregon*^

8.81

0.44 (8th)

$18.4 (12th)

$16.5 (22nd)

Active

Vermont*^

8.68

1.08 (1st)

$0

$5.7 (44th)

Active

Colorado*^

6.88

0.55 (3rd)

$110.2 (4th)

$39.1 (8th)

Active

New Jersey*^

5.86

0.15 (27th)

$225.9 (3rd)

$122.7 (3rd)

Active

Massachusetts*^

5.79

0.52 (4th)

$75.3 (5th)

$35 (9th)

Active

Maryland*^

5.39

0.41 (10th)

$52.2 (6th)

$39.9 (7th)

Expired

Connecticut*^

5.05

0.28 (17th)

$0

$12.4 (30th)

Active

This table summarizes EV adoption and charging deployment in leading states. Nearly all leading states have had or
continue to have an EV incentive. Public funding includes the Volkswagen Settlement, the federal Low-No program,
and other federal and state programs.
*State has adopted the ZEV Program
^State has adopted zero emission bus and truck MOU
Source: Atlas EV Hub [13]

In Colorado, dedicated public funding and new utility programs have yielded significant results. EV sales in
Colorado grew more than 320 percent between 2015 and 2020 compared to 160 percent nationally.
Legislation enacted and executive orders issued in 2019 set requirements for utilities to file transportation
electrification plans and determined that all of the state’s Volkswagen Settlement funding would go

towards EVs and EV charging deployment [118]. In January 2021, Xcel Energy was approved to invest $110
million through the utility’s transportation electrification plan. Colorado is now the state with the fourthhighest total approved utility investment in EVs [5].
As states look to recover from COVID-19 and other challenges from 2020, some have looked to clean
energy and transportation electrification to rebuild in a stronger position. California, which accounts for
46 percent of the nation’s all-time EV sales, has led on incorporating EV investment into its pandemic
recovery plans with a $1.5 billion carve-out for transportation electrification in the wider $4.5 billion
Equitable Recovery for California’s Businesses and Jobs plan [119]. Policy decisions like these will carry an
even greater weight as automakers, utilities, and federal agencies look to market leaders to determine
where to target investments. The following section highlights the near-term opportunities and challenges
on the road ahead in a year that could prove to be a turning point in transportation electrification globally.

The surge in interest in EV policy coupled with widespread state action, utility support, and private
investment in transportation electrification could help make EVs a central part of the economic recovery
in the United States. New jobs in clean energy and transportation continue to outpace conventional
energy and transportation job growth and are an opportunity to support domestic manufacturing and
supply chains at a time when recovering from persistent high levels of unemployment is paramount [3].
Now is the time for bold action by both the federal government and the states to put the United States in
a position of leadership in transportation electrification.

The United States should make significant federal investments in vehicle incentives,
infrastructure deployment, technology demonstration and R&D, battery manufacturing, and
supply chains to position itself to as a global leader in transportation electrification.
Policy leadership like the American Jobs Plan is necessary if the United States is to compete with China and
Europe for the billions of dollars that will be invested by the private sector in transportation electrification
this decade. In addition, these actions are needed to meet the climate goals laid out by the Biden
Administration and in the Paris Agreement.
The Biden Administration is betting on job growth in the clean transportation and energy subsectors with
the private companies increasing investment and electrification commitments. With the country’s largest
automaker, General Motors, setting a goal to electrify all new sales by 2035, EV manufacturing investment
from established automakers is on the rise. EV investment commitments from companies operating in the
United States more than doubled between 2019 and 2020, and as of March 2021, $105 billion in potential
domestic investment has been committed by automakers, startups, and charging service providers [20].
Investment in specific facilities numbers almost $27 billion, supporting at least 36,000 direct manufacturing
jobs [13]. This includes a growing effort to manufacture batteries domestically, a move that could bring
down costs for automakers as they roll out new EVs.

States should continue to pursue and expand constructive policy and regulatory measures to
accelerate market transformation in transportation.
Market-enabling state policies and programs will remain an important driver of EV adoption and charging
deployment throughout this decade. Governors, state legislatures, utilities, utility commissions, and public
agencies will help determine whether transportation electrification and climate investments spur an
economic recovery throughout the nation. While no single blueprint exists for EV policy in a diverse nation
like the United States, best practices have emerged: an upfront vehicle and charger incentive, a regulatory
environment that encourages zero emission technology, a robust role for the electric utility to support
infrastructure buildout, and measures to ensure the benefits of transportation electrification are
experienced equitably.
Comprehensive policy frameworks are coming into focus in leading EV markets like Colorado, New Jersey,
and Oregon. Multi-state efforts around EV charging will also be critical in the near term as more vehicle use
cases become viable in the light-, medium, and heavy-duty vehicle classes.

The federal government and states should ensure actions on transportation electrification
provide the benefits of electrification equitably.
Job creation from a clean energy and transportation electrification transition is expected to be substantial,
with direct job creation outpacing direct job loss and more than 400,000 net jobs being created by 2035 [3].
Workforce development and transportation electrification investment in underserved communities can
provide critical support to ensure these benefits accrue in communities of color, which have faced higher
levels of unemployment throughout the pandemic [11].
It will also be essential to ensure air quality and associated health benefits of transportation electrification
are targeted toward underserved communities who are disproportionately burdened by pollution. .
Substantial electrification efforts should consider vehicles, especially medium- and heavy- duty vehicles,
with emissions that disproportionately affect the air quality and health of underserved communities, due to
decades of racially discriminatory environmental and housing policies [11].
Targeting underserved communities with transportation electrification investments is an important priority
to ensure that the benefits of electrification are experienced by all of society. Utilities in many states, such
as California, Colorado, New Jersey, New York, Washington, and many others, can provide an example of
best practices for ensuring charging station deployment reaches communities of color and other groups not
always served by the private market. More than 23 percent of all approved utility investment has been
allocated to underserved communities and both federal and state transportation electrification programs
are taking environmental justice seriously.

This decade will be pivotal in determining which nations will receive significant investments and related
jobs in transportation electrification. The United States is well positioned to take a leadership role in this
market but must take concerted action now in order to win the future. This is an opportunity for
governments, the private sector, utilities, and advocates to realize the benefits of transportation
electrification by working together to make major strides and set the country on a path toward rapid and
widespread transportation electrification. Substantial investments in EVs and charging deployment, with a
focus on underserved areas, has the potential to make meaningful improvements in economic and public
health outcomes for communities who have suffered disproportionately from COVID-19 and other
historical injustices. A coordinated, national approach to embracing transportation electrification is a
critical part delivering far-reaching emissions reductions in the United States and making meaningful
progress in the fight against climate change.
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